School Talk: College 529s Do Their Job

GOMA HERALD-STATE (March 2) — Remember President Barack Obama’s address on his 16-year-old son’s earnings in College 529 accounts? The college savings plans are designed to help students finance their education, and they offer several advantages over traditional savings accounts. First, contributions to a 529 plan are tax-deductible, and the earnings grow tax-free. Second, withdrawals for qualified higher education expenses are also tax-free. Finally, 529 plans are portable, allowing you to use the savings in the account to pay for education expenses at any qualifying college or university.

Memes, in the real world

BY MICHELLE MALKIN

Social media said they were already a political force. They were not.

You can’t use “ignorantly” or “black hole” or “think in the armor” without provoking a quest for explanation or simply a rejection of language. The fast-food, call-campaigning bimbos don’t want to use the proper language. They insist on improper language. They insist on an upbringing in yesteryear. They want to rage against the digital future.
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Meanwhile, the Daugaard administration killed two pieces of legislation that would have allowed the state to continue implementing Common Core. If the Oklahoma Legislature can’t stop Common Core, it will stop Common Core.
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